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Bolts of a drilled time, part 1

A novel where mythology and the fantastic come together
The author Matilda Taupee Fortune offers her novel, Bolts of a drilled time part 1,
starting January 2021.This is the second part of a tetralogy combining Nordic mythology
and a fantastic universe, all taking place in Montreal.
Built over three generations, the series King Osfrid or the survival instinct presents an
exciting family saga. Love, friendship, the search for identity, and power struggles are
some of the topics covered in this book, rich in adventures where royal families, gods
and legendary creatures mingle (rub shoulders). Fans of imaginary will love it!
"I wanted to tell a story that resonates with readers ... I wish they would identify with the
different characters and their quest, "says Ms. Taupee Fortune.
Book summary
For some time now, the God Loki has been watching Marie-Élise Duchet's daily life in
Montreal, in 2009. While waiting for the arrival of the son prodigy, the latter is in
mourning since the god played her by killing her mother.
In order to perfect the development of his son, who will become the first traveler of the
multiverse, three Guardians are watching all the time. The Mortifères sisters, protectors
of the bolts, ensure that nothing stands in the way of their master's designs.
After all, in the realm of giants, will Surt manage to make him a true warrior? Indeed, on
Midgard, the God Loki disrupts the ongoing negotiations for the signing of the
commercial treaty aiming at an alliance with the king of Aboudabard. He wants to get his
son Eivind back, only Queen Gisela will feel the pain of separation
Of course, she was right to worry! The repercussions of space-time travel are
accompanied by ... irreversible consequences
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A little about the first TOME
Ms. Taupee Fortune's debut novel, Prince Osfrid, features Osfrid, Prince of Midgard, a
wonderful teenager whose health starts declining. This is too much for the young man’s
pride who, one day, decides to leave the kingdom. The young and crippled prince will
have to show courage to overcome the obstacles encountered on his way.
About MATILDA TAUPEE FORTUNE
A graduate in psychology and criminology, Matilda Taupee Fortune worked many years
with vulnerable populations. Passionate about theater and literature, it was only natural
that she started writing this series of novels.Self-perception, the quest of identity and
maintaining mental balance are themes that she holds particularly close to heart. After
having probed them in the field, she wished to explore them through writing and help
readers find their way
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